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Southwest Region VAW Coordinating Committee 

January 19, 2018 

 

Background for the forum 

 

Last year, the provincial government made considerable investments to address human 

trafficking. To support community dialogue and the exchange of knowledge and information 

within and across communities, the SWRCC hosted a regional forum in London on Jan 19, 2018 

for service providers.  

 

The day was organized as a ‘working meeting’ for VAWCCs and allies. The forum drew almost 

one hundred participants from 9 counties. We learned that there is a strong appetite in the 

region for people to come together, support one another and to share knowledge and resources 

toward achieving the best possible outcomes as we build capacity to address trafficking and 

support survivors. 

 

 

The Southwest Region VAW Coordinating Committee (SWRCC) hosted a regional forum on 

the topic of human trafficking (HT) in January. SWRCC is a voluntary regional committee 

of representatives and allies from nine VAW community coordination tables in the region. 

SWRCC meets monthly.1 

 

 

Opening and Support 

 

Myrna Kicknowsway, an Elder from Walpole Island, welcomed 

participants and opened the day to set the tone for coming 

together on such a difficult issue. Charisse Sayer from Atlohsa 

Native Family Healing Services in London assisted Myrna. 

Together they supported the discussion throughout the day. Myrna closed the meeting and 

acknowledged the importance of coming together to learn from each other and to support 

people wherever they are. 

 

                                         
1 The Southwest Region VAW Coordinating Committee (SWRCC) is a regional table comprised of members 

from eight local VAW coordinating committees in London, Middlesex, Oxford, Huron, Chatham-Kent, 
Windsor-Essex, Sarnia-Lambton and Grey-Bruce. SWRCC meets monthly to support coordination of VAW 
leadership and issues.   
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 The agenda was developed to guide a process of discovery about how the service system has 

been evolving in different communities to address human trafficking.  

 

Agenda items included: 

1. Creating a physical timeline to identify the experience in the region 

2. Exploration of  ‘peaks and valleys’ in local communities to create a regional big picture of 

shared themes, issues and potential next steps 

3. Highlighting of funded new project work 

4. Discussion of next steps – big picture for the region 

 

Louise Pitre and Margaret MacPherson served as facilitators. Margaret provided SWRCC 

context and identified a broad goal to use the forum to make connections between the 

different groups and communities to start a regional dialogue. Learning to work across 

sectors and communities is an ongoing commitment for the SWRCC. The forum provided 

an opportunity to highlight good work already happening, new investments in projects that 

are underway and to identify gaps and barriers.  

 

Louise spoke about the importance of creating an inclusive and respectful space that 

would allow for different voices to be heard. Inclusivity requires recognition and sensitivity 

about how power is shared.  

 

 

1. Timeline: what is the experience in the region? 

 

Participants were asked to create a timeline by organizing 

themselves around the room based on how long they 

have been engaged and working on HT. The purpose of 

the exercise was to make visible the places where our 

collective institutional memory sits with those who have 

been involved in HT work for many years. The 

distribution of experience showed that the region still has 

a small group of advocates and professionals who have been active since the early 90s.  

Most forum participants are relatively new to HT and have begun in the past 5 years with 

a significant number coming to the work in the last two years.  
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 Language and definition 

 Communities have been dealing with trafficking for many years without language to 

define the issue. 

 We have different understandings of what constitutes trafficking. There are divisive 

tensions between perspectives that include all forms of sex work as trafficking and sex 

work rights advocates who view the sex trade as legitimate work that needs protections 

put in place for workers. 

 The lack of clear definitions does not allow for meaningful collection of data. Data is 

necessary to develop evidence-based prevention and interventions. The work would 

benefit from government leadership to clarify definitions and data collection parameters.  

 Clarity around definitions does not require resolving the philosophical differences but 

instead allows the differences to stand and be seen as such. We need to find ways to 

collaborate across differences. Polarization is a common enemy to progress.  

 Human trafficking includes labour trafficking – the forum focussed on sex trafficking and 

raised questions about who has that focus and where is work happening to support 

victims of labour trafficking. Is there an assumption that the VAW sector is equipped? 

 

Indigenous participants remind us that their communities have been dealing with human 

trafficking since first contact and as such have perspectives and experience that can help 

lead the conversations and inform the work.  

 

2. Exploring ‘peaks and valleys’ in communities  

 

Participants were clustered in local groups to 

explore peaks and valleys of working on human 

trafficking over time. Peaks represent milestones, 

pride points, accomplishments and valleys 

represent challenges and disappointments.  A 

large wall map with a timeline was used for each 

of the communities so that a collective story could 

begin to emerge. 

Questions each group considered:  

 Experience timeline – how long have we been working on the issue?  

 What have we learned? (peaks and valleys) 

 What we can share? – existing resources 

 

Emerging Themes  
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 Funding makes the difference 

 

 Advocates started organizing in response to situations of HT before there was language or 

understanding of what was happening – long before there was funding 

 Looking at the peaks and valleys maps shows that activity follows funding – prior to 

attention by the provincial government, starting in 2015 

 2016 HT investments by MAG through the Victim’s Quick Response Program (VQRP) was 

acknowledged as a peak change in multiple communities. 

 Rural agencies struggle alone without funding and face resistance in communities that still 

doubt trafficking is taking place outside urban centres.  

 Governments are in 4 year mandates – how to sustain work outside of political cycles 

 

Project funding 

 Projects can give communities a boost - communities without projects struggle 

 Most of the projects in the region are in urban centres, several in London area 

 One rural leader described being caught in a vicious cycle in seeking project money: 

“the lack of data weakens our proposal and the lack of funding makes it difficult to 

prove need”  

 Projects work in isolation if there is not a strong commitment and support for 

collaboration – can government help with this? 

 Region – fertile time to think about how to support each other- where are the 

projects sitting and how do we optimize investments? 

 We need a strategy that goes beyond project funding – how can we build on the 

gains we make with individual projects? Need dialogue with government to move 

the work up and across the system 
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 Shared Issues 

 Housing is an ongoing issue - no housing when needed in multiple communities. 

 Training and education helps move a population along in understanding and in developing 

collaborative approaches across sectors – when training is only available through project 

funding it limits the ability to move forward as a province in every community. 

 There needs to be long term supports beyond the crisis to have better outcomes for 

survivors. Peer support is a potential vehicle for developing an ongoing support system 

that could also allow for meaningful survivor engagement – needs development and 

resources. 

 Working in isolation – creating forums for people to make connections, share experiences 

and resources is necessary to increase collaboration and coordination. 

 The relationship between HT coalitions and VAW coordinating committees varies - in 

some communities they are the closely connected and in others not. In the spirit of 

coordinating efforts and maximizing social returns on the investments, the relationship 

needs further conversation and consideration. 

 The need for protocol development was referenced by several groups. 

 Questions were raised during the forum about labour trafficking and who is addressing it. 

A few of the communities referenced cases.  

 Labour trafficking requires its own focus and likely a different mix of partners. Further 

discussion is needed about where the expertise and leadership to address labour 

trafficking sits in communities. Who is doing that work? What is the intersection with sex 

trafficking? This is part of the same discussion about language and definitions. When we 

talk about human trafficking – what are the delineations? 
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Halton Collaborative Against Human 

Trafficking: has created a client centred 

support model through funding from Status 

of Women Canada. The guide was 

informed by survivors. HCAHT shared the 

resource electronically with forum 

participants.  

 

 Addiction Services of Thames Valley received MCSS funding ($342,650) to provide 

programming and support for trafficked women. 

Atlohsa Native Family Healing Services received MCSS funding ($274,217) to hire staff 

and integrate HT services to existing program – plan to hire a full-time HT coordinator 

Coalition Assisting Trafficked Individuals (CATI) received Ontario Trillium Foundation 

($75,000) funding (project concluding in March 2018) to do research. Piloting a tool that was 

introduced at the forum as a potential model to identify how agencies are collecting data. 

(slides in appendix) The tool locates different elements of sex work - trafficking on a spectrum 

that looks at labour environments and choice conditions. There was discussion at the forum 

about reconvening to look more fully at the model 

London: 

3. What projects are happening in the region?  

 

MCSS and other funders have invested in HT project funding over the past 

two years. Project leaders were invited to provide a brief description of 

their projects to generate a regional perspective of project investments.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Halton: 

 

Native Women’s Centre received 2 MCSS grants ($701,401) for inquiry on what is needed; 

2nd grant: crisis services for women who are 18 over and indigenous; and 2 transitional spaces 

and dedicated teams for them; Data is being collected with third party evaluator that will be 

shared. The second grant ($112,620) to provide education, interventions and individualized 

supports and wraparound resources that empower survivors.  

 

Hamilton: 
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London Abused Women’s Centre (LAWC) received MCSS funding ($436,179) for 3 year 

project. LAWC is partnering with Salvation Army and YOU.  The Phoenix Project includes long 

term support (3 years), advocacy, safety planning, counselling in person and skype. 

Transitional support and system navigation, a youth development counselling, peer led 

emergency support, crisis counselling, support groups and Wellness Drop-In.  

London Abused Women’s Centre (LAWC) received (2015) Department of Justice funding 

for 5 years ($700,000) to support victims of sexual exploitation, trafficking or prostitution. The 

Choices program provides services to women or girls over the age of 12. Services include 

long-term trauma-informed feminist counselling, safety planning, advocacy, referrals and 

system navigation, outreach support, basic needs, family reunification and support and crisis 

support.  

London Police Services: received Department of Justice grant ($87,000) - brought Jacquie 

Linder to London for training; extra training to police and justice sector; ED’s attending the 

training committed to provide services and support for survivors. Those commitments will be 

rolled up on a website for agencies and password protected.  

Oneida:  received MCSS funding ($73,353) from 2017 Nov- March 2018 – the project will 

collect information on services for trafficked individuals- to give to council and staff. 

Salvation Army received Department of Justice funding to support  sex workers and 

trafficked survivors to access criminal justice system; outreach and practical supports; systems 

navigation; identify barriers and break down stigma and interactions with criminal justice 

system. The Support to Report program supports sex trade and se trafficked individuals who 

have been sexually assaulted.bur 

Youth Opportunities Unlimited (YOU) for London and Middlesex- 1 of 6 agencies in 

Ontario to receive MCYS money. Youth and transition workers across Ontario 16-24 at risk or 

have experienced- wrap around and connect to services; housing; education; employment and 

income supports; education with agencies work with youth (other communities include: 

Toronto Hamilton-Niagara, Thunder Bay, Ottawa, Windsor) 

 

London/ con’t: 

 

Sexual Assault Survivors Centre Sarnia-Lambton received an MCSS grant ($233,016) 

for public education on exploitation education for youth and vulnerable; trauma informed case 

management; external evaluation, taking a diverse approach; HT protocol- rent supplement. 

 

Sarnia-Lambton: 
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Legal Assist Windsor and Essex received MCSS ($335,212) for crisis intervention; 

community support fund; seeking out clients at risk thru detox; homeless facilities and 

services; lots of referrals. Project allows for bringing women to us in places we would not 

usually go; current client base and former bring clients to us; a lot of advocacy happening; 

protocols and Ontario Works; shelters; 5 units as hard to house and bed supplements; MSW 

students – obtain and maintain housing Rent Program; connected to crowns; Canadian 

Council of Refugees for workers and labour; working to increase presence in county.  

. 

Windsor-Essex: 

 

West Region OPP received Department of Justice funding ($75, 000) for 5 years; to educate 

officers, observe assess gather intelligence; public; high schools; doing talks whenever 

requested across whole region and so are the liaisons in each of 15 districts 

. 

West Region OPP: 

These are significant investments being made in the region as a whole, concentrated in a few 

communities. The challenge is to figure out how we can use project funding to move forward on 

HT issues collectively. We want to engage government as partners to help us expand the 

dialogue so that innovation and lessons learned can be shared across the province and also up 

through government to inform senior leaders making decisions about next steps.  

 

Questions for everyone:  

 How can we work together to make a real difference for those being trafficked?  

 How can we think and work more strategically to achieve a strong social return on these 

and future investments?  

 

The SWRCC believes that local VAWCCs provide existing infrastructure that could support 

regional and provincial information and knowledge sharing on HT and other VAW issues.  

Two other MCSS funded projects in the region not in attendance at the forum:  

 

Association of Iroquois and Allied Indians: received MCSS funding ($52,712) to host 

a three-day education and training forum that brings workers and community members of 

member First Nations from across Ontario to learn about human trafficking. 

 

Six Nations: Ganohkwasra Family Support Services received MCSS funding 

($106,150) for an evaluation and environmental scan to determine short-term educational 

/ awareness goals and long-term service delivery needs.  
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Peer support…  

How can we support this? 

 

It’s good to all be here and in the 

same room – especially for those of 

us from rural communities who are 

just beginning to address HT and 

facing resistance at home.  I had 

no idea so much was happening. 

 

I can see how important it is that 

we figure out how to capture 

meaningful data and then share it 

with everyone. 

 

We need a ‘whatever it takes fund’ 

for victims – so we can respond to 

immediate needs and build trust; 

concrete help; it’s crucial to 

respond right away. 

 

VQRP – I didn’t know about it. You 

can do a lot to help victims directly. 

 

Everything starts from the core of 

wellness: hope, belonging, meaning 

and purpose. 

 

 

Discussion Points  

 

Following the project overview, participants 

made a number of comments that speak to 

the importance of gathering to ‘show and tell’ 

what is happening in different communities.  

 

A request was made for ‘best advice’ from 

more experienced participants in the room. 

 

Advice for new coordinators:  

DO and DON’T 

 Don’t: reinvent wheel – use other people, 

agencies documents; 

 Don’t: work in isolation  

 Do: support collaborative tables – 

participate! 

 Do: Connect with other coordinators in 

the region 

 Do: share the good work that is 

happening in your community 

 Do: encourage agencies to screen for 

involvement in sex trafficking; we had 

never known before because clients were 

coming in for intimate partner abuse (we 

didn’t ask) 

 Do: be conscious about language being 

used; use language that fits their 

experience by asking questions 

 Do: good and regular self-care – vicarious 

trauma is a thing 

 Do: use a trauma and violence informed 

approach – assume that everyone you 

meet has had some form of trauma in 

their life. 

 Do: learn about cultural safety 
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4. Toward a regional big picture 

 

Discussion Summary 

 

The current government has shown strong leadership in highlighting human trafficking as 

a social issue and by putting resources into place to address it. There is opportunity for 

more grassroots leadership to coordinate local efforts so that collective learning can be 

pushed up to inform decision-making and policy. The Southwest Coordinating Committee 

hosted the forum because members believe that the way forward has to be discerned by 

bringing people together and by listening carefully for the next steps that arise from 

discussion and frontline experiences. Coordinating committees are natural partners for 

human trafficking coalitions and groups. In some communities they are the same, in 

others, groups are working quite separate. The suggestion is that VAW coordinating 

committees can support coordination of local and regional work. 

 

This is a figure-it-out-as we-go-way of working.  The response to the forum shows that 

people working in the field of human trafficking want to come together and learn from 

each other. Deciding on concrete steps to move us forward has to be an outcome for any 

gathering. 
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1. Challenge-Opportunity: Learning from project work 

 

When we look at individual project funding through a regional lens, the investments are 

significant. The opportunity is to figure out how to work more collectively and collaboratively to 

take the benefits gained from local projects and spread them over the region to achieve larger 

common goals.  

 

Evaluations from the forum show that learning about the projects was meaningful for most 

(70%) people and that almost everyone (93%) would like to meet again. Learning how projects 

are unfolding and what is being learned in the process could link project outcomes and support 

collective learning. 

 

ACTIONS:  

 Organize another forum (6 months – 1 year) 

 Generate a regional contact map 

 

Challenges and opportunities were identified throughout the day  

2. Challenge – Opportunity: Collecting data that can inform policy and action 

 

Part of the challenge in coordinating our efforts is the divide – that has been very divisive 

in some communities - in how we view and work to address human trafficking. The tool 

proposed by Dr. AnnaLise Trudell, co-chair from CATI in London could be a way for us to 

include the different perspectives without asking people to give up values and beliefs while 

allowing us to capture meaningful data. Currently, human trafficking is like a big bucket 

that we throw everything into. We need to differentiate the elements so that we can 

develop more effective and targeted responses and interventions.  

 

ACTIONS:  

 Participants are interested in learning more about the tool. Organize a meeting for 

AnnaLise Trudell to do a more in-depth presentation. Discuss how we might pilot 

the tool in interested communities. 

 Invite government leaders in the Anti-Human Trafficking Office to meet with us and 

discuss the potential of the tool to support evidence gathering. 
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Challenge - Opportunity:  for further discussion 

 Human trafficking has been an ongoing reality for Indigenous peoples since contact. 

“Human trafficking is the premise of our Indigenous history but it has not broken our 

spirit.” Recognizing the history of Canada is a way to build relationships to one another. It 

is important to continue to dialogue – we don’t spend enough time in discussion talking 

about diversity. 

 We are challenged to work differently in coordinating our efforts. There are many tables 

and often the same people sitting at them. In one community – there are 70 people at 

one table - what actually gets done? Rather than trying to get everyone around a single 

table, the change in coordination might be to work toward a common approach and 

language, such as a trauma and violence informed approach, across the system.  

 Toward the end of the forum, a suggestion was made to create a regional platform that 

includes the contacts and services pathways mapped out during the forum. Sarnia and 

London may have infrastructure to support this. A hard copy list was generated at the 

forum and shared with participants the following week by email. 

 

 

  

 

Appendices: 

1. Understanding Human Trafficking: presentation slides, Dr. AnnaLise Trudell 

2. Community Peaks and Valleys: Human Trafficking 

3. Regional Human Trafficking Connections 

4. Pre-forum Survey 

5. Evaluation 
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Appendix 2: Community HT Peaks and Valleys 

 

Halton 
 

Peaks Valleys 

1990   

2000   

2005 
 2005 working in a conservative community / lack 

of recognition of HT 

2010 2013-2014 type of client changes / police, SAVIS and 10 agencies  

2015 

2015: client centred support model created;  

2016: supporting survivors; 

2017: public education / community, police, hospital; 

2017-18: Exit program and wrap around support funded by 

MCSS; 

*funding until 2019-20 

 

Hamilton 

 
Peaks Valleys 

1990   

2000 
Grassroots anti-trafficking groups form 2000: Russian / European sex trafficking 

2000 survey – difficult – police don’t know how to 
recognize HT 

2005 2007 - exit prostitution $ with Victim Services  

2010 

2010: migrant workers program starts at Good Shepherd - one 
year later closes; 

2013 - Hamilton coalition formalizes/ begins to provide wrap 

around / appropriate supports; 

2014 - 18 women rescued in Cambridge; 

2014 Hamilton declared Sanctuary City 

2012 - large HT labour ring identified; 

2014 Hungarian labour – deportation 

 

2015 

2015-16 3 x consultations with government; 

2016 - VQRP funds with VS; 

"PIT" counts to start collecting data; 

2016 - lack of funding in Hamilton / Niagara 
region;  

2017 - Increase in disclosures by youth 
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2016-17: Hamilton Anti-Trafficking working group formed; 

Funding to Indigenous agencies x 2 / YIT worker; 

2017 - chosen to participate in research to define trafficking of 

elder persons; 

2017 - public event with mayor to raise awareness / SPP 

expanded to include trafficking 

Beneficial consult with MCSS 

Little funding – submitted proposal – denied 

Increase in disclosures 

Huron –Perth 
 

Peaks Valleys 

1990 

 

  

2000 
2003-2004: Stop VAW (Perth) coordinating committee /  

Huron DART committee 

 

2005 

 2006: DART coordination issues / no understanding 
of HT / no collaborative response/ no sector or 

community leadership  / no support from Crown 

2010 

2010: women presenting in hospital receive immediate treatment 

& support;  

2013: Housing - special status priority / faster access 

 

2015 

2014-15 / Awareness starts to increase on HT; 

2015: First HT charges laid (Stratford police); 

2015: Project Northern Spotlight; 

2016 - formal HT community training / community partner 

"pathway to safety created";  

2016 / MAG funding for HT: VQRP;  

2016 -17 first HT convictions / formal Crown training / Grand 

Round Stratford Hospital  

2017: Dr. Trudell (Anova) did training with Doctors, front-line to 

recognize signs of labour and sex trafficking in Dr. office and ER  

Virtual network created – all vested partners communicate 

together via email  
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Developmental disabilities / Crowns, /Drs. DV / Health 

London 
 

Peaks Valleys 

1990 

Women's Community House evolves to high security shelter / 

serving women experiencing HT  

serving women experiencing HT -no language for 
it, no coordination; 
1995 - 2003 Harris years: Cuts to OW / ODSP - 
huge impacts on women and children / missing and 
murdered Indigenous girls and women  

2000 

2000 - Temporary Resident Permit / Sisters of St. Joseph; 

early 2000s - LAWC diversion for women charged with 

prostitution; 

2003: Persons at Risk program created by London Police Service 

 

2005 

2005: funding from CJS Salvation Army starts "Johns school" / 
outreach for women;  

2005: Cdn criminal code amended to include HT;  

2005? My Sisters Place opens; 

2006 LAHT formed (HT coalition); 

Nov 2009 - Safe Spaces founded; 

2009-2010: CAS starts to embrace harm reduction 

Rift develops  in the city /  results in two different 
approaches to HT  / abolitionist vs sex work rights; 
2008 - CAS closes group homes removing supports 
for vulnerable youth 

2010 

CATI forms to do local coordination - MAG grant to do knowledge 

collection in city / followed by Trillium grant; 

2012: CMHA and London Coffee House join together to offer safe 

space 

2012: LAHT HT conference; 

2013: Butterfly group formed by My Sisters Place & Addiction 
Services Thames Valley - addictions group / HT as a theme  / 

more awareness about indigenous sexual exploitation; 

2013-14 Community consultation for street level women at risk 

plan / no safe houses 

2014: Loss of London Police Services Family 
Consultants 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2015 
2015: Choices funding for LAWC / SACJS -includes family support;  

Jan 2017 - MCYS YITW program expansion  / outreach program 

Lack of labour trafficking focus  
lack of community coordination; 
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for trafficked youth exiting CAS;  

June 2017: CMHA opens congregate housing for at risk women / 

CMHA supporting calls related to HT;  

2017: Victim Services in London; 

2017: HT unit in police services & corresponding john charges / 
LPS receives grant for baseline HT training & creation of resource 

directory  / public awareness increases through media;  

2018: Phoenix project - LAWC, YOU, SACJS / 

2015 - Identification of lack of francophone HT 
services; 
2017 – increase in number of helpline/ distress 
calls to shelter 

Middlesex 
 

Peaks Valleys 

1990 
Women’s Rural Resource Centre opens;  
Victim Services comes to Middlesex county 

since 1970s - present: summer farm workers 
exploited/ isolated / under supported 

2000 
2002 - Middlesex VAWCC forms no services of supports for victims of HT - no 

charges 

2005 
2009: Neighbours, Friends & Families project created pathways 
from community to women's services outside of police and 
emergency 

 

2010 

2014: WRRC receives funding to hire position to support women 
in crisis / transition to stabilization and secure housing 

2012 - loss of CSUMB @ OW; 
silo responses / high staff turnover make it difficult 
to respond to HT; 
Sex work and HT discussions create tensions 
among service providers 
 

2015 

2016: Funding for education and support / training for officers to 
identify HT; 
2016: Situation table / increase in community collaboration and 
support; 
more males coming forward as victims of HT / more women 
reporting HT at WRRC;  
Funding from MCYS / support services available  / more 

lack of resources for people without status in 
Canada 
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Oxford 

 
Peaks Valleys 

1990   

2000   

2005 
 Saw women involved in sex work / did not see the 

situations of trafficking / no funding / no resources 
/ no discussion in community 

2010 Police network re HT  

2015 

2015: Police services join Project Spotlight; 
2015-2016: Woodstock initiates project to address HT in local 
establishments;  
First public awareness that trafficking is happening in Oxford;  
2017: talking about HT @ tables / want to map services that are 
available 

no direct services for victims, no funding for county 
/ 1st stage shelters are crowded / need spaces / 
housing specific to trafficking 

Sarnia-
Lambton 

Peaks Valleys 

1990   

2000   

2005 
2006: SLCATWC -  Sarnia Lambton Against Trafficking of Women 
and Children -Collaborative  formed 

 

2010 

2011: Funding for awareness & education, created a protocol 
book;  
2013: Partnered with Indigenous / First Nations;  
2013: Created community response guide;  
2014: Community forum / OPP and survivors 
 

2013 – wanted to create a protocol but not enough 
funding / made a response guide instead 

2015 

2015: Women's shelter training on HT / Project Spotlight; 
2016: HT funding VQRP - MAG - Victim Services; 
2017: first HT charge; 
2017: Community forum - 7 sectors participated; 
2017: MCSS 3 year project;  
2018: conference for training for SAC, VS 
 
 

2015: Recruiter identified in shelter post discharge 
– added to no access list 
2016: SLCATWC ended;  
2017: first HT charges stayed 
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Saugeen- 

Grey & Bruce 
- Objibway 

Peaks Valleys 

1990 
 no understanding of HT / no collaborative 

response/ no sector or community leadership 

2000 
 no understanding of HT / no collaborative 

response/ no sector or community leadership 

2005 
 no understanding of HT / no collaborative 

response/ no sector or community leadership 

2010 

2010 - began to open our minds to HT; 

2012: HT identified as issue in other communities  / isolated, 

individual case responses 

 

2015 

MCYS training and awareness on HT / seeing more awareness; 

2016: police training well attended 

2016: VQRP – Victim Services 

2015: silence on HT in community protocols / 
community development;  

2017: submitted project proposal to MCSS - not 

funded 

Work is isolated in agencies – need more 

Ongoing – lack of rural funding /dilemma of not 
having data to show need / no funding support to 

identify need 

2018: applied for funding and decided to start an 

HT subcommittee regardless of grant outcome 

Windsor - 

Essex 
 

Peaks Valleys 

1990  1993: exotic dancers exploited 

2000 
2000: Escort license; 
2002: Immigration and Protection Act / anti-HT 

No funding 

2005 

2005: Cdn criminal code amended to include HT;  

2007: Sex worker coalition formed (SWAG); 

2008: Temporary Residents Permit for 36 workers / labour 

survivors / Legal Assist; 
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2009: Attempt to deport 36 workers ended - media played a role 

in permanent residency outcome 

2009: recognize trauma in marriages and previous country 

relationships 

2010 

2010: evolution of definition of HT to include domestic; 

2012-2013 coordinated police response / joins coalition 

increased participation in protocol development / best practices / 

shared monthly, lived experiences too; 

2014 - funding for committee and services / shelter protocol; 

2014 – We Fight: labour and marriage trafficking 

Finally by 2014 not just RCMP should fund but local too / seeing 

funder that previously denied money; now on board 

LEAW (leg assist Windsor) do more assist with more needs of 

victims 

 

2010: seeing lower age of victims / more contacts 

with female /male; 

2010- 2011: back pages of social media - 

recruitment of victims; 

2010-2011 charges against female / no info/ no 
resources for women; law enforcement – not 
always supportive or education on HT or working 

with women victims; 

2014 - charges no convictions / 

2014 – We Fight: labour and marriage trafficking, 

too much demand 

2015 

2015 - dedicated police training;  

2015 - increased coalition membership; 

2016 - enhanced Crown / video remote testimonies; 

2017 - provincial strategy / funding  / CFSA amendments/ 
criminal code amendments  i.e. restraining orders)/ Housing 

legislation / funding/ shelter beds;  

Recognition with the strategy that dedicated local law 
enforcement needs lots of time to deal with complex needs of 

victims– need dedicated officers 

2017 - additional training/ed  / OPS training 

CFSA – increase to 18 age level; response for 16-18 years old, 
good thing  / 13-24 youth coming out of care, hiring to assist 

these clients 

2018 - Housing funding improved 

2018 - Building capacity: Police College – more training ; shelter 

bed dedicated; secure facility; Staff with HT expertise 
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West Region 

OPP 
 

Peaks Valleys 

1990  no resources  /no support / no definition 

2000  no resources  /no support / no definition 

2005 
 Until 2012 - 2000-2012: no resources  /no support 

/ no definition 

2010 
2014: HT added to portfolio under Regional Abuse for training 

and education 
 

2015 

2015: more awareness / grant preparation / education and 

awareness to public and officers;  

Operational plan across 15 detachments / VQRP for HT;  

2017: New positions / unit, victims response support, anti-HT 

coordination / civil remedies grant / Enhanced VQRP for HT 

 

still in need of wrap around and safe houses 

Note that elements identified are particular to the participants. The chart is not intended to present a whole picture of any of 

the communities. 
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Appendix 3: Pre-Forum Survey (data slides) 

 

52 forum participants responded to the survey: 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Is your organization collecting information on those you 
serve who are being human trafficked? 
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If you are collecting quantitative data - what definition do you 
use to tick the box? 
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Comments: If you are collecting quantitative data - what definition do 
you use to tick the box? 

 

 

I expect that the province is somehow collecting stats but I'm not 
sure which Ministry and what approach they are taking

Women who have been trafficked or at risk of being trafficked. 
We use the term sex work for women who engage in sex work by 
choice and survival sex work to describe women who use sex in 
exchange for housing, food, substance use or other basic needs

Defined by the client (so only if the client views themselves as 
being trafficked)

women who self identify as trafficked
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How many cases have you had in the past year? 
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Comments: How many cases have you had in the past year? 

Working jointly with surrounding police 
services. Most cases we believe they are being 
trafficked but refuse to cooperate and deny 

Don't Know - this information is not available 

Cannot disclose this information 
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What was your favourite part of the day? (tick as many as apply) 

23% The timeline (seeing the collective experience in the room) (n.13) 

38% Plotting the peaks and valleys in my community (n.21)   

30% Learning about other community’s peaks and valleys (n.17)    

70% Learning about the projects (n.39)    

57% The final ‘big picture’ discussion (n.32)    

 

93% yes: If we gathered again in a year, would you come? (n.52) 

 Feedback:  n. 56 responses 
  Strongly 

Disagree 

 

Somewhat 

Disagree 

 

Neither 

Agree / 

Disagree 

 

Somewhat 

Agree 

 

Strongly 

Agree 

 

I found the day to be useful and informative 
 

0 
2% 
n.1 

0 
30% 
n. 17 

68% 
n. 38 

I have information to take back to my 

community 
0 0 

2% 
n.1 

27%  
n.15 

71% 
n.40 

The day has given me ideas to take back to 

my community 
0 2% 

n.1 

2%  
n.1 

34% 
n.19 

63% 
n.35 

It inspires me to be among so many people 

committed to the issue  
0 0 0 12% 

n.7 

88% 
n.49 

I have learned more about where to find 

services and supports in the community 
0 

4% 
n.2 

5% 
n.3 

27% 
n.15 

63% 
n.35 

Appendix 4. SWRCC Human Trafficking Evaluation 

 


